In the course of our screening of antibiotics produced by Ps. Fig. 2 . The NMR spectrum was also determined after the same treatment of fluopsin G, using deuteriochloroform instead of chloroform (Fig. 3 ). An attempt to obtain the solvent-free ligand (fluopsin) failed because of its volatile and unstable nature.
The NMR spectrum showed three peaks at 3.62, 8.64 and 10.25 ppm (relative intensities, 3: 1 : 1). In the case of the nickel complex, fluopsin-N, only two peaks were observed at 3.50 and 7.20 ppm (relative intensities, 3: 1). The broad peak at 10.25 ppm of the ligand, therefore, can be assigned to an acidic proton which is exchangeable with metal ions. These NMR data demonstrate that fluopsin G has two equivalent methyl groups and two equivalent protons. On the basis of these facts and the simplicity of the infrared spectrum, it was predicted that fluopsin G is a chelate compound consisting of two similar ligands and cupric i on.
The reaction of fluopsin C with hydrogen sulfide can be represented as follows:
The long-range coupling (J=0.6Hz) between the methyl group at 3.62ppm and the proton at 8.64ppm indicated that these are not located on the same atom. The low-field shift of the former implies that it is attached to the nitrogen or oxygen atom. Although fluopsin G has no absorption in voh region in the infrared spectrum, the ligand has weak absorptions at 3710 and 3620cm"1 attributable to a hydroxyl group which corresponds to the NMR signal at 10.25ppm. No absorption due to N-H in the infrared spectrum of the ligand as well as fluopsin G was observed. Hence it is concluded that fluopsin G has an ionic bond between the oxygen atom and the cupric ion, and that there is an N-methyl group, the nitrogen of which is tertiary.
Remaining problem is now the nature of the sulfur atom. None of the spectra considered above showed an -SH grouping. The strong absorption at 1580cm"1 of fluopsin G together with its molecular formula suggest that a thiocarbonyl group is present. In general, the infrared spectra of thioamides. are so complex that the exact analyses are difficult2^but the infrared spectrum of N-methylthioformamide (IV) has been investigated in detail3). As shown in Table 1 
